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-0434 causes synthetic lethality in
BRCA2-deficient cancer cells by disrupting RAD52–
ssDNA association†

Jian Li, ‡ab Qianye Yang,‡b Yang Zhang,b Kejia Huang,b Rong Sun*c and Qi Zhao*bd

Maintenance of genomic integrity is essential for the survival of all organisms. Homologous recombination

(HR) is the major pathway for high-fidelity repair of DNA double-stranded breaks (DSBs). In addition to the

classic BRCA–RAD51 pathway, another secondary HR sub-pathway dependent on RAD52 has been

suggested to be functioning in mammalian cells. Importantly, RAD52 has been shown to be synthetically

lethal to BRCA1/2-deficient cells, rendering RAD52 to be a desirable target in cancer therapy. In the

current study, we performed a structure-based virtual screening of 47 737 drug-like compounds to

identify RAD52-specific inhibitors. The top ranked virtual screening hits were further characterized using

molecular dynamics simulation and biochemical and cell-based assays. We found that one compound,

namely, F779-0434 specifically suppressed the growth of BRCA2-deficient cells and disrupted RAD52–

ssDNA interaction in vitro. This RAD52-specific inhibitor identified in the current study is a promising

compound for targeted cancer therapy, and it can also be used as a probe to study the mechanisms of

DNA repair in human cells.
1. Introduction

Efficient and high-delity DNA repair mechanisms are essential
for the maintenance of genome integrity in all organisms.1,2 In
contrast to the DNA repair pathways in normal cells, certain
DNA repair pathways in cancer cells are oen impaired due to
intrinsic genome instability, which causes the cancer cells to
rely on the remaining alternative DNA repair mechanisms for
survival.3–5 Homologous recombination (HR) is an essential
DNA repair pathway for accurate repair of DNA double-stranded
breaks (DSBs).6,7 HR repair of DSBs usually depends on the
BRCA–RAD51 pathway and includes BRCA1, BRCA2, RAD51,
PALB2, and RAD51 paralogs as the major genes.8 Heritable
mutations in these key HR factors, most notably BRCA1 and
BRCA2, cause genome instability and predisposition to malig-
nant diseases such as breast and ovarian cancer.9,10
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Synthetic lethality refers to situations in which the defects in
two different genes or pathways together result in cell death,
whereas a defect in one of the two does not affect cell
viability.11,12 Thus, pharmacological targeting of tumor-specic
DNA repair pathways may cause synthetic lethality in BRCA1/
2-decient cells with a signicantly lower risk of side effects
for personalized medicine.13,14 A notable example is the devel-
opment of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP-1) inhibitors.
PARP1 is involved in DNA damage signaling and repair of DNA
single-stranded breaks (SSB), which is essential for viability of
cancer cells that are decient in the HR pathway.13,15 PARP1
inhibitors have been used to induce synthetic lethality in
tumors with a defective BRCA–RAD51 pathway, presumably by
elevation of the number of DSBs in the HR-impaired cancer
cells.16

In addition to the BRCA–RAD51 pathway, another secondary
HR sub-pathway dependent on RAD52 has been suggested to be
functioning in mammalian cells. In yeast, RAD52 is the main
recombination mediator and the central participant in single-
strand annealing.17 In contrast to the severe recombination
and repair phenotypes observed in yeast, deletion of RAD52 in
mammalian cells and mice only causes a mild effect on DNA
recombination.18–20 However, the RAD52-dependent sub-
pathway becomes essential for viability of cells that are defec-
tive for the BRCA–RAD51 sub-pathway. Previous studies have
demonstrated that cells decient in BRCA1/2 or associated
proteins in this pathway, including PALB2 and RAD51 paralogs,
are not viable when the RAD52 protein is inactivated.21–23 Thus,
these ndings identify RAD52 as a potential therapeutic target
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18859–18869 | 18859
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against familial breast and ovarian cancer and possibly for
other types of cancers with defects in BRCA1/2 and other related
genes.

Although it is clear that RAD52 is critical for the survival of
BRCA-decient cancer cells, the molecular mechanism is still
largely unknown. Biochemically, human RAD52 has been
shown to promote the annealing of two complementary ssDNA
strands.24,25 RAD52 also pairs ssDNA to complementary
homologous regions in supercoiled DNA.26,27 These observa-
tions suggest that the cellular functions of the RAD52 protein
largely depend on its ssDNA binding properties and therefore,
the inhibition of the RAD52–ssDNA interaction should have
similar consequences as those of RAD52 depletion.

Several studies have explored the efficacy of targeting RAD52
in BRCA-decient cancer cell lines.28–31 In the current study, we
used structure-based virtual computer screening and molecular
dynamics simulation, followed by functional assays to identify
compounds capable of exerting synthetic lethality in BRCA-
decient cells by targeting the RAD52–ssDNA interaction. We
identied 30 putative RAD52 inhibitors from the 47 737
compounds that were screened. Representative compounds
with higher drug-like properties were further characterized
using biochemical and cell-based assays. We found one
compound, namely, F779-0434, which specically suppressed
the growth of BRCA2-decient cells and disrupted RAD52–
ssDNA interaction in vitro. This RAD52-specic inhibitor iden-
tied in the current study is a promising compound for targeted
cancer therapy, and it can also be used as a probe to study the
mechanisms of DNA repair in human cells.

2. Results
2.1. Identication of putative RAD52 inhibitors by virtual
screening

We rst identied the motifs and amino acid residues that are
critical for ssDNA binding in the RAD52 monomer based on
previously reported biochemical and structural studies32–34

(Fig. 1A). The docking site and the size of the grid for virtual
screening were then determined according to the location of
these key DNA-binding amino acid residues (Fig. 1B). We
Fig. 1 Human RAD52 undecameric ring structure and its DNA binding
structure (PDB: 5JRB); the key amino acid residues reported to be associ
indicate the docking sites for virtual screening. White cubes indicate the

18860 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18859–18869
screened a total of 47 737 compounds by a two-round scoring
strategy. Compounds that scored in the top 30 were grouped
into ve classes based on similarities in their chemical struc-
ture, and they were further analyzed for AMDET properties
(Table S1 and S2†). F779-0434, F848-0436, G640-1014, and
D207-0130 were chosen for further analysis (Table 1) based on
their drug-like properties.

Although the grid score of F779-0434 was second among
those of the four representative RAD52 candidate inhibitors, the
fractional difference from the lowest score exhibited by F848-
0436 was only �0.25 kcal mol�1. Aer the second round of
evaluation by the amber scoring tool, the score of F779-0434 was
65.42 kcal mol�1, which was�2.63 kcal mol�1 lower than that of
the compound D207-0130, which was ranked second. The
amber score enables all or a part of the receptor to be exible for
reproducing the so-called “induced-t” and thus, the amber
score is considered to be a better reection of the receptor–
ligand affinity. Therefore, based on the results of the amber
score, we concluded that F779-0434 was the molecule with the
highest affinity for the RAD52 protein.
2.2. Putative inhibitors associated with RAD52 through
hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interaction

All of the four putative RAD52 inhibitors could successfully
dock into the pockets dened for DNA binding (Fig. 2). Except
F848-0434, the other three compounds were predicted to form
two hydrogen bonds with the amino acid residues of RAD52. It
is noteworthy that LYS152 acted as a key amino acid residue and
played an important role in RAD52-ssDNA binding, which was
formed by hydrogen bonding with the oxygen atoms on F779-
0434, G640-1014 and D207-0130.

The key amino acid residues of RAD52 involved in DNA
binding were plotted using LigPlot+ to study the mechanism of
the RAD52-ligand interaction (Fig. 3). The hydrogen bonds and
hydrophobic interactions between the amino acid residues and
the compounds are presented by dashed lines and arcs,
respectively. Compounds F779-0434, ARG55, TYR65 and
ARG156 exhibited hydrophobic interactions, and LYS152
exhibited hydrogen bonding (Fig. 3A). For F848-0436, all of the
site. (A). Human Rad52 protein monomer forms an undecameric ring
ated with the ssDNA binding are shown in orange. (B) The blue spheres
location and size of the grid to be calculated.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Table 1 Structures and docking scores of representative putative RAD52 inhibitors

Compound Structure Grid score Amber score

F779-0434 �52.15 �65.42

F848-0436 �52.40 �59.21

G640-1014 �51.82 �58.61

D207-0130 �51.74 �62.97
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key DNA-binding amino acid residues were found to be involved
in hydrophobic interactions, and no hydrogen bonds were
predicted to form between these residues and the compound
(Fig. 3B). G640-1014, ARG55, TYR65 and ARG156 were involved
in hydrophobic interactions, whereas LYS152 formed two
hydrogen bonds with the compound (Fig. 3C). TYR65 and
ARG153 were involved in the hydrophobic interactions for
D207-0130, and LYS152 and ARG55 were involved in hydrogen
bonding (Fig. 3D).
2.3. Structural stability and residue exibility of RAD52 in
molecular dynamics simulation

The backbone root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values with
respect to the X-ray structure were calculated to assess the
stability of the four RAD52-ligand complexes during the
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. As shown in Fig. 4, the
RMSD values of RAD52-F779-0434 and RAD52-G640-1014
complexes uctuated in the initial 5 ns of MD simulation,
averaging at 0.71 nm and 0.58 nm, respectively. The RMSD
values of the two complexes were found to be stable in the next
25 ns of the simulation, suggesting a stable association between
RAD52 protein and the compounds. Although the average
RMSD value for the RAD52-F848-0436 complex during the whole
30 ns simulation was only 0.57 nm, the uctuation in the rst 15
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
ns was relative high, indicating impaired binding of F848-0436
to the RAD52 protein. The RMSD value of the RAD52-D207-0130
complex failed to reach a stable status throughout the whole
process of 30 ns simulation, suggesting unstable binding to the
RAD52 protein.

To probe the exibilities of the four RAD52–ligand
complexes, the root-mean-squared uctuation (RMSF) of the
protein backbone was calculated (Fig. 5). The lower the RMSF
value, the more stable the amino acid. As shown in Fig. 5A, the
uctuation trend of the backbone amino acid residues of the
four complexes between amino acid residues 25 to 175 was
relatively consistent, and it peaked at around resides GLY60,
ASN100, GLU130. We further focused on the DNA binding-
related residues ARG55, TYR65 (Fig. 5B), LYS152, ARG153,
and ARG156 (Fig. 5C). ARG55 and TYR65 were located at the
shoulder of the peak at GLY60, giving RMSF values of around
0.25 nm. Notably, LYS 152, ARG 153, and ARG 156 were all
located at the lower end of the RMSF curve, indicating that the
DNA binding pocket was more stable during MD simulation,
which favored the binding of inhibitors.
2.4. Binding free energies of the RAD52–ligand association

Based on the MD trajectory le, we calculated the total energies
of the four RAD52–ligand complexes (Fig. 6). RAD52-F779-0434
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18859–18869 | 18861



Fig. 2 RAD52–ligands ((A) F779-0434, (B) F848-0436, (C) G640-1014 and (D) D207-0130) complex structures. The ligands and amino acid
residues of RAD52 involved in hydrogen bonding are presented as stick models. The dashed red lines represent the hydrogen bonds predicted by
the LigPlot+ software.
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complex had the lowest value of total energy, indicating that
even in the dynamic state, F779-0434 was the most stable small
molecule bound to RAD52 among the four candidate
compounds.
2.5. Compound F779-0434 specically inhibited the growth
of BRCA2-decient cell line

BRCA2-decient cell lines have been shown to be sensitive to
the inhibition of the RAD52 function. To determine whether
these putative RAD52 inhibitors, which were selected based on
their ADMET properties and molecular dynamics simulation
results, were truly effective, we tested their effect on the growth
of BRCA2-procient (BxPC3) and BRCA2-decient (Capan-1)
cells. Aer treating the cells for 6 days at the indicated
concentrations, it was found that F779-0434 was the only
compound that displayed a differential inhibition on BxPC3
and Capan-1 cell growth (Fig. 7A). F779-0434 inhibited 50% of
the Capan-1 cell growth at a concentration of about 10 mM,
whereas more than 90% of the BxPC3 cells survived at the same
concentration. At the concentration of 20 mM, the growth of
Capan-1 cells was almost completely inhibited by F779-0434
when compared with the survival of more than 60% of BxPC3
cells. Even though molecular dynamics analyses predicted
18862 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18859–18869
relatively stable associations of the other three compounds
(F848-0436, G640-1014, and D207-0130) with the RAD52
protein, these three compounds did not demonstrate strong
inhibitory effects on the growth of either BxPC3 or Capan-1
cells. The concentrations needed to inhibit 50% of the cell
growth were all higher than 100 mM. More importantly, there
were no differential inhibitory effects of these compounds on
BxPC3 and Capan-1, suggesting that these three compounds
might target proteins other than RAD52.
2.6. Compound F779-0434 inhibited RAD52-ssDNA
association

Based on the results of the cell viability assay, we further
analyzed the effect of compound F779-0434 on the RAD52–
ssDNA interaction in vitro to conrm that the synthetic lethality
effect observed resulted from the direct inhibition of the RAD52
function. Histidine-tagged human RAD52 protein was
expressed in E. coli and puried to homogeneity, as seen on
SDS-PAGE (Fig. 8A and B). We then performed an affinity pull-
down assay to analyze the RAD52–ssDNA interaction. In this
assay, RAD52 associated with ssDNA could be pulled down as
a result of streptavidin–biotin affinity interaction, and the
associated RAD52 could be visualized by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 8C). As
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 3 2D diagrams of the interactions between RAD52 and the four candidate inhibitors. Hydrophobic interactions are presented by red arcs.
Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed green lines. Ligands are presented in purple. C, N, O, and Br atoms are shown in black, blue, red, and
green, respectively. The green circles and ellipses highlight the key residues reported in literatures. The graph was generated using the LigPlot+
software.

Fig. 4 Backbone RMSD values (with respect to the X-ray structure) for
RAD52-ligand complexes during 30 ns MD simulations.

Paper RSC Advances
shown in Fig. 8D, the addition of F779-0434 efficiently inhibited
the binding of the RAD52 protein to ssDNA. When an F779-0434
solution having a concentration of 5 mM was added, around
50% of the RAD52–ssDNA association was disrupted, presum-
ably due to the occupation of the ssDNA bindingmotif of RAD52
(Fig. 8E). The RAD52–ssDNA interaction was invisible on the
SDS-PAGE at 20 mM F779-0434 concentration.

3. Discussion

Targeting synthetically lethal gene pairs involved in the survival
of tumor cells with small molecule inhibitor has been demon-
strated to be an effective way in cancer therapy, especially
considering the success of PARP inhibitors.35,36 Depletion of the
human DNA repair protein RAD52 leads to synthetic lethality
with defects in tumor suppressors including BRCA1, BRCA2,
PALB2, and RAD51 paralogs.21–23,37 In contrast to PARP1 inacti-
vation, RAD52 causes lethality of BRCA1/2-decient cells
through different mechanisms, which are still not well under-
stood. It is likely that the synthetic lethality of BRCA/PALB2-
RAD52 is a result of the disruption of the putative RAD52
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
recombination mediator function and its role in single-strand
annealing (SSA).4 RAD52 forms an oligomeric ring,32,33,38,39

where the ssDNA-binding motif of RAD52 is continuous around
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18859–18869 | 18863



Fig. 5 RMSF of the RAD52 protein backbone. (A). RMSFs observed during three equal portions of a 30 ns MD simulation of complexes of RAD52
with the putative inhibitors. (B) and (C). Enlarged presentation of the segments containing the key DNA-binding amino acid residues (ARG55,
TYR65, LYS152, ARG153, and ARG156), (B) the fluctuation of amino acids from GLN45-ARG70; (C) the fluctuation of amino acids from GLY150-
ASP170.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the binding free energy values of the RAD52–
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the circumference of the ring and has shallow sub-pockets that
are repeated in each monomer.40,41 Since the DNA binding
activity of RAD52 is essential for its proposed recombination
mediator function and SSA, we designate the ssDNA-binding
groove as the feature to be targeted by small molecule inhibi-
tors, which are expected to cause synthetic lethality in BRCA-
decient cells.

Drug discovery and development are time- and resource-
consuming processes. Structure-based design and screening
strategies apply computational power to expedite and facilitate
hit identication and hit-to-lead selection.42–44 In the current
study, we performed a virtual screening of 47 737 compounds
from the Targeted Diversity Library (TDL) of Chemdiv database,
which signied the superposition of highly diverse chemical
space on the assortment of divergent families or sub-families of
targets and unique biomolecules. Our docking strategy focused
on the experimentally identied key amino acid residues for
RAD52–ssDNA interaction (Fig. 1). Based on the scores, we
chose the top 30 compounds and grouped them into ve cate-
gories based on their chemical structures (Table S1†). Even
though all of the 47 737 compounds included in the TDL are
drug-like, our ADMET analysis revealed the differences in their
pharmacological properties (Table S2†). Four compounds,
namely, F779-0434, F848-0436, G640-1014, and D207-0130, were
selected based on the AMDET analysis results and their avail-
ability from the vendor for further molecular dynamics and
18864 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18859–18869
biochemical studies. Computational docking placed all of the
four predicted RAD52 inhibitors into the ssDNA-binding groove
(Fig. 2). Molecular dynamics simulation indicated that three out
of the four selected compounds formed hydrogen bonds with
key amino acid residues involved in DNA binding, suggesting
stable RAD52–ligand interactions (Fig. 3).

The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) measures the
distance of certain atoms in a molecule with respect to a refer-
ence structure, which enables the identication of time points
for conformational changes. For the four analyzed compounds,
RMSD clearly indicated that the association of G640-1014 and
D207-0130 to RAD52 caused vigorous uctuation in the protein
ligand associations.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 7 Effect of the selected compounds on the survival of Capan-1(BRCA2-) and BxPC3 (BRCA2+) cells. The experiments were repeated at least
three times; error bars indicate standard error of the mean (SEM).
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backbone, suggesting unstable binding of these two
compounds to RAD52 (Fig. 4). The RMSD uctuations of F779-
0434 and F848-0436 were lower, especially the RMSD uctua-
tion of F779-0434 wasmeasured to be the lowest among those of
the four candidates. This observation was consistent with the
cell viability assay results, in which we showed that F779-0434
selectively killed cells depleted of BRCA2 with the highest
cytotoxicity (Fig. 7). The root-mean-square uctuation (RMSF)
measures the deviation between the positions of certain parti-
cles to the reference position, dening the high uctuating
areas in the molecule. Our analysis revealed that all of the
previously identied key amino acid residues (ARG55, TYR65,
LYS152, ARG153, and ARG156) involved in the RAD52–ssDNA
binding were located in the areas with lower RMSF uctuation
(Fig. 5). Our pull-down experiment results further conrmed
that F779-0434 efficiently inhibited the association of ssDNA to
RAD52 protein (Fig. 8), causing the synthetic lethality observed
in the cell viability assay.

We analyzed the specic rotary powers of the four
compounds explored in the current study. Specically, the
values are as follows: F779-0434 a20D ¼ 0.323, G640-1014 a20D ¼
�0.167, and D207-0130 a20D ¼ �0.151. These values suggested
that the compounds exploited for our biological assays were
basically racemates. Even though the concentration required
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
for efficient killing by the RAD52-specic inhibitor identied in
the current study was relatively high, F779-0434 could be further
studied as a promising compound for targeted cancer therapy.
Its efficacy could be further tested in other genetic back-
grounds, which is synthetically lethal with RAD52. BRCA1 and
BRCA2 mutations are predisposed to malignant diseases such
as breast and ovarian cancers.9,10 Mutations in PALB2 and
RAD51C also contribute to hereditary breast and ovarian
cancers.45,46 Replacing or supplementing standard radiation
and chemotherapies with specic RAD52 inhibitors will help to
decrease the toxicity associated with these treatments.
4. Materials and methods
4.1. RAD52 and compounds library preparation for docking

The le for the crystal structure of RAD52 (PDB entry: 5JRB)
containing the rst 212 amino acid residues with a resolution of
2.4 Å was downloaded from the RCSB Protein Data Bank data-
base. The PDB le of RAD52 was modied to include only chain
A of the elemental structure, and it was then prepared using
UCSF Chimera (version 1.11.2),47 in which hydrogen atoms and
standard charges were added. Commercially available chemical
compounds in the Targeted_Diversity_47 737 library from the
ChemDiv database were converted from the original SDF format
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18859–18869 | 18865



Fig. 8 Compound F779-0434 inhibited Rad52–ssDNA association. (A). Purified human RAD52 protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE. (B). Western
blot analysis of RAD52 expressing plasmid-transformed E. coli lysate and purified RAD52 protein with anti-Histag antibody, lane 1, uninduced
total E. coli lyaste; Lane 2, 0.25 mM IPTG induced E. coli lysate; lane 3, purified Rad52 protein; (C). Schematic illustration of the pull-down assay
performed to analyze RAD52–ssDNA interaction. (D). A representative SDS-PAGE of the pull-down assay result; (E). Quantification of RAD52
pulled down by ssDNA. The experiments were repeated at least three times. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean (SEM).
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into the mol2 format using the Openbabel soware. Then, the
Chimera soware was used to minimize the energy of the 3D
structure of the compounds.
4.2. Virtual screening for potential RAD52 inhibitors

The docking site in RAD52 protein was determined according to
previous studies, which included the reported DNA binding-
related key amino acid residues (ARG 55, TYR 65, LYS 152,
ARG 153, ARG 156).28,32,33 The selected sphere was within a root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.6 nm of every atom in the
crystal structure of the ligand.

A two-step docking was performed using the DOCK 6.5
program.48 The rst step of docking was carried out using the
grid-based scoring method, which allowed the ligand to be
exible and to be structurally rearranged in response to the
receptor. The ranked structures of these compounds were then
rescored using the amber scoring algorithm. The conforma-
tions of the top 30 compounds with the lowest amber scores
were chosen, and the compounds were classied based on their
structural characteristics. Furthermore, these 30 compounds
were subjected to the iLOG predictor of the Swiss ADMET online
tool for the in silico ADME property analyses.49
4.3. Molecular dynamic simulation

The MD simulations were performed using the GROMACS
package (version 4.6.7).50 To convert the protein structure into
18866 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18859–18869
the topology, we used pdb2gmx with the AMBER99SB force eld
and the TIP3P water model. General amber force eld (GAFF)
parameters were used for the selected compounds, and the
atomic partial charges were determined by the AM1-BCC
method via the Antechamber program. The parmchk program
was then employed to check missing force eld parameters and
generate additional force eld parameter les.51 To obtain the
parameters and topologies for the compounds, Antechamber
Python parser interface (ACPYPE) tools were employed.52 The
simulations were then performed under periodic boundary
conditions (PBC) with a dodecahedral periodic box and by
setting the minimum distance between the protein and the
edge of the box to 1 Å. The systemwas solvated by adding simple
point charge (SPC) water molecules.53 To make the system
neutral overall, Na+ and Cl� were added to mimic a physiolog-
ical NaCl concentration of 0.15 M.

Energy minimization was performed by GROMACS.54 Then,
100 ps NVT (constant number of particles, volume, and
temperature) and 100 ps NPT (constant number of particles,
pressure, and temperature) equilibrations were carried out for
each system with the RAD52 and compound position restraints.
Finally, we carried out a 30 ns production simulation with
a 0.002 ps time step at constant pressure (1 bar) and tempera-
ture (300 K). During the MD simulation process, all bond
lengths were constrained by the LINCS algorithm,55 and the
long range electrostatic interactions were calculated via the
particle mesh Ewald (PME) method.56
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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4.4. Structural analysis of MD trajectories

Per-residue root-mean-square uctuation (RMSF) and root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD) analysis were carried out by
the g_rmsf and g_rmsd programs, respectively, in the GRO-
MACS package (version 4.6.7).50 The potential energy, kinetic
energy, and total energy were calculated using the g_energy
program available in GROMACS,50 and we extracted informa-
tion from edr les generated during the MD simulations. In
order to more intuitively compare the energy levels between the
different MD systems, we normalized the three energy compo-
nent values, and the normalization was performed as follows:

Energyinor ¼
Energyi

SUM
�
Energyitar

�

Energyi stands for pre-normalization value of a specic type
of binding energy. SUM(Energyitar) stands for the sum of binding
energies of the RAD52–ligand complexes.

Attractive forces (hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interac-
tions) between key residues identied beforehand in the RAD52
binding system were analyzed using the LigPlot+ soware
(version 1.4.5).57 The 3D protein–ligand complexes generated
during MD simulations were attened into 2D diagrams using
the LIGPLOT algorithm.58

4.5. Chemicals, protein and DNA

The chemical compounds, F779-0434, F848-0436, G640-1014
and D207-0130, were purchased from ChemDiv (San Diego,
CA, USA). The pET21-Rad52 expression plasmid was obtained
from Dr Tomohiko Sugiyama from Ohio University, in which
the human Rad52 ORF was cloned into pET21 plasmid for 6His-
Rad52 expression. Human 6His-Rad52 were puried as
described.59 The sequence of the 50-mer biotinylated oligonu-
cleotide ssDNA was 50-TAAATGCCAATGCTGCTGA-
TACGTACTCGGACTGATTCGGAACTGTAACG-30, and it was
synthesized by BGI (Shenzhen China). Streptavidin MagBeads
used in pull down assay was purchased from Yeasen Biotech-
nology (Shanghai, China)

4.6. Cell viability assay

BxPC3 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 media supplemented
with 10% FBS and 1% antibiotics (Gibco, Thermo Fisher
Scientic, Waltham, MA, USA); Capan-1 cells were cultured in
IMDM media containing 20% FBS and 1% antibiotics. Cells
were seeded in a 96-well plate at the density of 500 cells/well.
Aer 24 h, the cells were treated with indicated concentra-
tions of compounds. Cell culture media containing invariant
concentrations of compounds were refreshed every 3 days. Aer
6 days of treatment, absorbance was measured at 450 nm using
CCK8 (7sea Biotechnology, Shanghai, China), according to the
manufacture's protocol.

4.7. Western blotting

Human 6His-Rad52 protein was detected by western blot anal-
ysis using antibody against histidine affinity tag. Briey, E. coli
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
lysate or puried RAD52 was separated on 10% SDS-PAGE gel,
transferred to PVDF membrane, blocked with 10% nonfat milk
in TBST and probed using monoclonal mouse anti-His antibody
(Proteintech, Wuhan, China). Immunoblot signal was detected
using the chemiluminescence detection kit (Pierce, Thermo
Fisher Scientic, Waltham, MA, USA).

4.8. RAD52 pull-down assay

The pull down assay was performed as described by Sugiyama
and colleagues.59 Streptavidin MagBeads was prepared by
washing with the reaction buffer (25 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 100
mM DTT, 1 mM MgCl2, 10 mg ml�1 BSA) for 3 times. RAD52
protein, biotin end-labeled ssDNA, MagBeads and various
concentrations of F779-0434 were added to the reaction system,
and this was incubated at 37 �C for 1 min. The beads were
precipitated by setting the reaction tubes on a magnet holder
for 3 min; the supernatant was removed, and the beads were
washed with reaction buffer for 3 times. The washed beads were
mixed with SDS-PAGE sample loading buffer, boiled for 5
minutes and analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE gel.
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